
Mrs. Marlene Buckeridge 
Maidstone & Medway Cat Club 17th December 2011 

 

Much better weather this year for the Maidstone this year (thank goodness).  Many thanks to Anne, 

Brian, Shelagh and Kit for the invitation to judge.  Thanks also to Sue Hunter for kindly stewarding 

which I hope we can repeat soon.  Also thanks to Marina Curtis (YES candidate) for Second 

Stewarding so well.  Marina is doing so well on this programme and I wish her much success in the 

future. 

 

AV Original Foreign Champion (Male) 

 

GR. CC DERBY’S CH. MAKEITSO HAWKEYE PIERCE (23) M 18.12.07  A big strong Aby male.  Elegant 

boy whose coat was a little open initially but I think it was the cold and his active interest in the boy 

next door.  Tapered tail of good length.  Black tail tip and short black hocks.  Rich undercoat colour 

and black ticking.  Clear of barring and no visible necklet.  Colour to whisker pads and cream under 

chin.  Good sized well set ears with small tufts.  Green eyes of excellent size and shape.  Handled 

well. 

 

2nd (R w/h) BROWN’S CH. TROIKA TARAS BULBA (16a) M 17.5.10  Slightly timid Russian male.  A 

big rather well made boy.  A really thick sound mid blue coat with a good silvery sheen.  Tail has a 

rather thick base but tapers.  Some tail rings.  Flat skull, some angle.  Ears well set of quite good size 

just a fraction wide set and need to be bigger for the size of his head.  Slight nose bump and some 

jowls.  Can put his whisker pads up but would like his muzzle to have more width.  Eyes of very good 

green but rather small and quite deep set.  Chin needs to be stronger.  This boy would not let me 

check his bite and seems over sensitive as soon as his muzzle was touched. 

 

AV Original Foreign Champion (Female) 

 

GR. CC LUXFORD-WATTS CH. DU-BU STARSHINE (33 18c) F 24.4.04  Cornish Rex female who 

handled Ok although had the odd grumble.  Lovely short quite dense coat which is well waved with 

some wide and some rippled waves.  Tapered tail which could be a little longer for balance.  Ears set 

rather high on the head and wide at the base and have rounded tops.  Elegant limbs and oval paws.  

Tail well covered.  Flat skull curving to a nose which has a very slight slope.  Level bite although chin 

falls away a little.  Slightly rounded muzzle.  Oval eyes with the top line almost straight.  This lady has 

a really nice Cornish look to her head. 

 

Usual Abyssinian Neuter 

 

For BOB only 

 

BOB SCOTT’S PR. SILVERSMOKE ECKSTINE (23) MN 22.4.10  Usual Aby Male Neuter with a 

slightly longer wedge head.  Good large ears with tufts.  Colour to muzzle and creamy white colour 

to chin.  An elegant boy with real presence although a little unhappy out of his pen.  Short, close 

lying coat with a slightly resilient feel.  Lovely undercoat colour with no dark roots.  Well ticked.  



Darker spine line to black tail tip.  Slight break in profile.  Good bite and good chin.  Long legs.  

Excellent size and weight. 

 

Sorrel Abyssinian Neuter 

 

For BOB only 

 

BOB PATEY’S PR. SILVERSMOKE ELLY MAY (23a) FN 22.4.10    Sorrel Aby female neuter.  A big 

well fed girl.  Short, close lying coat of fair texture.  Lovely lustrous copper colour overall with 

chocolate ticking and chocolate tail tip.  Level bite and fair chin.  A bit white on the nostrils and it 

extends a little down her neck.  Two faint well broken necklets.  Really large ears with long tufts.  

Soft, gentle contours to her head.  Handled well. 

 

Miscellaneous Classes 

 

AV Foreign Junior Adult (9 present) 

 

1st EDGE’S GR. CH. CONSUELO STARGAZER AT TARJJIKA (IMP) (78 30s) M 16.6.10  Egyptian 

Mau male with the most super temperament.  A big quite jowly boy of excellent size and weight.  A 

really thick dense and slightly resilient coat with distinct black spots.  Slightly thick tail which has 

rings.  Tiny spots on paws.  Wide set ears.  Broad head.  Parallel nose lines.  Just wanted to be 

cuddled.  A pleasure to judge. 

 

2ND  HUNTER’S TALLICA KNIGHT AND DAY (74) M 2.2.11  Brown Tonkinese male who also had 

the most superb temperament.  In fact I went back and forth between these two trying to make up 

my mind!  A really big strong boy who came out of his pen and just lay down on the trolley!  Short, 

close lying, glossy coat.  Darker colour to points.  Eyes appeared rather blue and it was difficult to 

find any green which was perhaps the hall lighting.  Excellent level bite and good chin.  An elegant 

boy of super weight and condition.  Long tapered tail.  Rounded top of head.  Slight dip to nose. 

 

EX 2nd  ERGIS’ SUMERJIZ ALANIS (72 45bq) F 22.7.10  A lovely dainty Asian lady with a super coat 

texture and colour.  Lovely head type, blunt wedge and rounded brow.  Medium sized well set ears.  

Large lustrous eyes of pale green.  Darker line of colour to spine line to chocolate tail tip.  Faint 

broken necklaces and inner leg bars. 

 

3RD LUXFORD-WATTS’ DU-BU JENNY WREN (33 31bt) F 17.6.10 

 

AV SH Senior Adult 

 

1st HAZEL’S UK & IMP GR. CH WYREWOOD CONQUEROR (79s 15) M 6.7.07  Wow – my 

favourite of the day – he has such a wonderful temperament and I may make sure I have a very 

large pocket next time around!  Such type, such curls to die for!  Really strong bone.  He just loves 

being shown and scratched under his chin.  We were very reluctant to put him back.  Many 

congratulations on becoming Overall BIS. 

 



 

2nd TURNER’RUSSELL’S GR. CH. DAYLIGHT REGATTA (72 43s) F 30.8.09  A lovely Burmilla girl 

with a super short, close lying silky coat, very evenly shaded.  Clear silver base and lighter under 

parts.  Good head type.  Large green eyes.  Good level chin.  Red nose leather.  Handled well. 

 

3rd BULL’S IMP GR. CH ADCINSH SOLITAIRES WISH (76b 30) M 11.1.05 

 

AV SH Visitors Adult Male  

 

1st WILLIS’ CH. CRYSTALMIST SAND-STORM (17) M 17.7.09   A big British Cream male, a little 

happier in his pen.  Lovely round head.  Short nose.  Quite large copper eyes.  Full cheeks.  Fairly 

small neat ears.  Lovely cream colour to his coat which is thick and dense, perhaps just a fraction 

soft.  Thick tail with some shadow rings.  Slight barring on flanks.  Strong legs and round paws. 

 

2ND MAUDLIN’S THORSOAK SONNUNG (73 41bs) M 28.4.10  Ocicat Classic boy of some 

substance!  A little unhappy out of his pen and he is so strong I was unable to hold him to look 

closely at his pattern, so mostly judged in his pen.  Very distinct classic pattern, lovely scarab, 

running into lines on back of head.  Clear butterfly on shoulders.  Some agouti showing within the 

chocolate pattern.  Deep yellow eye colour.  Broad square look to muzzle. 

 

3rd BROWN’S CH. TROIKA TARAS BULBA (16a) M 17.5.10 

 

AV SH Visitors Adult Female 

 

1ST WOLFE’S ALEJANDRO NEMESIS (40 10) F 10.10.10  British Colourpoint.  A lovely friendly girl 

with a super coat for colour and texture.  Has a really crisp feel.  Strong legs and neat round paws.  

Round head shape with a fairly short nose.  Ears could be a little smaller but are well set.  Tortie 

pattern clear on ears, face, legs and paws. 

 

2nd BRIDGES’ CH. SANLIS SHAMELESS (27) F 12.11.10  Brown Burmese .  A lovely girl with a 

super short, close lying coat which is a warm brown colour and glossy.  Green eye colour.  Lovely tail 

shape and length.  Good Burmese expression.  Slight nose break.  Good firm chin.  Very good ear set. 

 

3rd RICE’S CORVUS EUPHORIA (72b) F 24.5.08 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


